1. Slide brackets on one side of the seat cushion (C) down onto brackets of wood side frame (A). If brackets on the seat (C) don’t line up with the brackets of the side frame (A), brackets on the seat skirts (S) can be pulled further apart by hand to line up with the brackets on the frame (A). **Do not** tighten seat (C) onto frame (A) at this time.

2. Repeat step 1 with other side frame (A).

3. Slide back (B) into brackets of both wood sides (A) simultaneously.

4. Push down on chair seat (C) to lock the brackets into place. Inspect front and back of seat to make sure the horizontal wood skirt (S) under seat (C) is not more than 1/8” away from wood sides (A). If so, pull the back (B) and seat (C) off and reset into brackets making sure to keep the wood skirt (S) tight against the side frames (A). Tap down on sides of the back (B) to lock it into place.

5. (Optional) Lock back (B) into place with furnished screws and cover with “Snap Caps.”

If you are missing parts, or having complications assembling the chairs or sofas, please call Wooden Mallet at 605-225-5081.
A TWO SEAT SOFA CONSISTS OF (1) "DW" AND (1) "DW ADD-ON".
A THREE SEAT SOFA CONSISTS OF (1) "DW" AND (2) "DW ADD-ON"s.
A FOUR SEAT SOFA CONSISTS OF (1) "DW" AND (3) "DW ADD-ON"s.

A "DW" CONSISTS OF (2) SIDES (1) SEAT AND (1) BACK.
A "DW ADD-ON" CONSISTS OF (1) CENTER (1) SEAT AND (1) BACK.

1. SLIDE BRACKETS ON ONE SIDE OF THE SEAT CUSHION DOWN ONTO BRACKETS OF WOOD SIDE FRAME.
2. SLIDE CENTER FRAME (BRACKETS ON BOTH SIDES) ONTO OTHER SIDE OF FIRST SEAT CUSHION.
3. SLIDE SECOND SEAT CUSHION DOWN ONTO BRACKETS OF CENTER FRAME. (ON TWO SEAT SOFA, GO TO STEP 8).
4. SLIDE SECOND CENTER FRAME ONTO SECOND SEAT CUSHION. (ON THREE SEAT SOFA, GO TO STEP 8).
5. SLIDE THIRD SEAT CUSHION DOWN ONTO BRACKETS OF SECOND CENTER FRAME. (ON THREE SEAT SOFA, GO TO STEP 8).
6. SLIDE THIRD CENTER FRAME ONTO THIRD SEAT CUSHION.
7. SLIDE FOURTH SEAT CUSHION DOWN ONTO BRACKETS OF THIRD CENTER FRAME.
8. SLIDE SIDE FRAME (BRACKETS ON ONLY ONE SIDE) ONTO LAST SEAT CUSHION.
9. SLIDE FIRST BACK INTO BRACKETS OF BOTH WOOD SIDES OF FIRST SECTION SIMULTANEOUSLY. REPEAT FOR EACH SECTION.
10. SIT DOWN ON EACH SECTION TO LOCK THE BRACKETS INTO PLACE.
    TAP DOWN ON SIDES OF THE BACKS TO LOCK IT INTO PLACE.
11. (OPTIONAL) LOCK EACH BACK IN PLACE WITH FURNISHED SCREWS AND COVER WITH "SNAP CAPS".